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In the 90th of 20 century, Mortgage was introduced to China mainland from 
Chinese Hong Kong, and is revealing the validity itself since it appears, but the rules 
of mortgage are not perfect. Experts have been discussing charge of real estate loan , 
but  have not studied the mechanism and operation of mortgage of commercial 
building enough, even have a divergence with the nature of it. This article emphasizes 
particularly on the practice of mortgage of commercial building in China, and 
analyses the basic mean, legal nature and characteristic of mortgage of commercial 
building in China, and then discusses the operation, legal relationship and legal force 
of the mortgage of commercial building in china, ravels the configuration of the 
mortgage of commercial building, then offers some advice about legislation .  
Except for the introduction and conclusion, the article is divided into four 
chapters: 
Chapter one: Origination and Development of Mortgage System. In this chapter, 
the author mainly introduces the history and evolution of mortgage in common law 
system and states the actuality of mortgage of housing in Hong Kong and the 
introduction of mortgage into China mainland.  
Chapter two: Legal Nature and Characteristics of the Mortgage of Commercial 
Building in China. In this chapter, the author mainly analyses the legal nature and 
characteristics of mortgage of commercial building in china. And the author divides 
the mortgage of commercial building into two kinds of pattern such as mortgage of 
anticipative commercial building and concrete commercial building. And their legal 
nature is a new type of security interest. 
Chapter three: Legal Operation and Force of Mortgage of Commercial Building 
in China. In this chapter, the author mainly analyses the legal relationship and 
operation of mortgage of commercial building, and then analyses the interior and 














Chapter four: Actuality and Improvement of Mortgage of Commercial Building 
in China. In this chapter, the author states the actuality of legislation of mortgage of 
commercial building in China, and offers some advices about the Improvement of the 
law of mortgage of commercial building. 
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    一般认为，“按揭”一词是 20 世纪 90 年代中国大陆直接从中国香港借鉴而
来的。“按揭”一词是英语中“mortgage”的广东话谐音。①确切地说，“按揭”
应是 mortgage 的半意译半音译的粤语词汇。mort 来源于拉丁语 mortum，其意义
为“永久，永远”，有“按”的意思，所以这半截是意译；gage 原义为“质押，
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